function A = tensor_as_matrix(T, rdims, arg3) % TENSOR_AS_MATRIX Constructor for matrix representation of a tensor % % TENSOR_AS_MATRIX(T, RDIMS) creates a matrix representation of a % tensor T by rearranging and reshaping T. The dimensions (or modes) % specified in RDIMS map to the rows of the matrix, and the % remaining dimensions (in ascending order) map to the columns. % % TENSOR_AS_MATRIX(T, RDIMS, CDIMS) creates a matrix representation % of tensor T. The dimensions specified in RDIMS map to the rows of % the matrix, and the dimensions specified in CDIMS map to the % columns, in the order given. % % TENSOR_AS_MATRIX(T, RDIM, STR) creates the same matrix % representation as above, except only one dimension in RDIM maps to % the rows of the matrix, and the remaining dimensions span the % columns in an order specified by the string argument STR as Page 1/2 @tensor_as_matrix/tensor_as_matrix.m cdims = [rdims+1:n, 1:rdims−1]; elseif strcmp(arg3,'bc') % Backward cyclic. cdims = [rdims−1:−1:1, n:−1:rdims+1]; else error('Unrecognized option'); end elseif isa(arg3,'numeric') cdims = arg3; end end % Error check if (max(rdims) > n) | (min(rdims) < 1) error('One or more of the specified dimensions is out of range'); elseif (max(cdims) > n) | (min(cdims) < 1) error('One or more of the specified dimensions is out of range'); elseif (length ([ t.lambda = varargin{1}.lambda; t.u = varargin{1}.u; t = class(t, 'cp_tensor'); return; end t.lambda = varargin{1}; if ~isa(t.lambda,'numeric') | ndims(t.lambda) ~=2 | size(t.lambda,2) ~= 1 error('LAMBDA must be a column vector.'); end if isa(varargin{2},'cell') t.u = varargin{2}; else for i = 2 : nargin t.u{i−1} = varargin{i}; end end % Check that each Um is indeed a matrix for i = 1 : length(t. 
